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NoHo Noel Gift Guide
Holiday shopping can be hard -
shipping's a  hassle, inspiration can
be hard to find, things run out.
That's why we're excited to share
our NoHo Noel Gift Guide! It features
thirty great gifts you can buy right
now,  right here in NoHo. Read
the  guide here. Also, make sure to
follow along on our Instagram and
Facebook where we're sharing a gift
a day on both platforms!

Holiday Happenings in
NoHo This December

Somehow we're already near the
end of the year, and holiday
happenings are here. We've rounded
up some of the great, seasonal
events happening in NoHo this
December! Make sure to check
back, as we'll be updating the list
with more events as they're
announced. Read the guide here.

Welcome to NoHo,
Grabstein's!

Delicious, classic NYC bagels are
back in NoHo! Last month,
Grabstein's debuted right in the
heart of NoHo, offering something
that's been way too hard to find in
the neighborhood for years. So go
grab a Bacon, egg, and cheese and
welcome them to the neighborhood!
More info about Grabstein's here.

Meta Quest Pops-Up in
NoHo for the Holiday

Season
The corner of Broadway and Bond
Street has been  transformed this
month. Meta Quest, a VR gaming
system  from  Facebook's  parent
company has set up a veritable
arcade where you can test out this
hot holiday gift. Read more about
the pop-up here.  

Get to Know Heather Neville, the NYC Tree Lady
If you've bought a Christmas tree in NoHo, it probably came from Heather
Neville. Better known as Tree Lady, she's been selling in and around the

neighborhood for over 18 years! 

They stand out for their wide variety of offerings, including exotic pine varieties
like the Korean Fir. All of their trees are locally sourced and they even work with

farmers to offer custom cuttings! It's not easy selling trees, and she actually
lives at her tree farms in lower Manhattan for the entire month of December.

During this December unlike any other, we wanted to highlight a relatively
anonymous figure who helps keep our neighborhood running. Make sure to

stop by and get your tree from a local provider. Check out their selection here.

LPC Office Hours
Return This Month

Need COVID Tests
or Masks? Email
Us to Get Some

Plastic Straw Ban
Enforcement

Begins
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